sending kids to boarding
school

Montag reading the poem to
the women

Faber whispering in
Montag’s

Mrs. Bowles’ kids
just as soon kick as kiss her

Mrs. Bowles calling Montag
nasty

the poem, Dover Beach

Montag put the poetry book
in the incinerating after
done reading it to the ladies

Texture is one thing missing Leisure time is another thing
in society
missing in society

The Right to Carry Out
Action is another thing
missing in society

Mrs. Phelps’ husband, Pete,
got sent to the war

Mrs. Phelps and her husband
would not cry if each of
them died

comparing the parlor to a
desert when the walls are
off

Montag thinking back to a
time when he was a child &
trying to be religious

Faber reading the book of
Job into

Montag ripped up the Bible
to get Faber to help him
save books

The fire engine stopping in
front of Montag’s house

Beatty’s dream about them
flinging quotes from books
at each other

The firemen playing cards
when Montag brought the
book back

Montag burying some of the
books in his backyard

Beatty checking Montag’s
pulse after he told Montag
about his dream

Mechanical Hound was not
in its cage when Montag
returned

Faber whispering in
Montag’s ear that Beatty is
trying to confuse him with
the quotes

Faber whispering “fool” in
Montag’s ear after he’d read
the book to the ladies

Montag yelling at Mrs.
Mrs. Phelps crying after
Women voting for
Bowles about her marriages,
Montag reading the poem to president based on the guy’s
abortions & children who
the ladies
looks
hate her

Mrs. Phelps repeating
herself

Montag shutting off the
breaker for the wall-TV’s

Beatty drove the salamander

Montag hands Faber the
Bible before he leaves his
house

the reference to Hercules &
Antaeus story

Montag talks to Faber by
phone

green-bullet-like radio in
Montag’s ear

the $400-$500 needed to
print a copy of a book

the verse about the Lilies

Beatty’s voice is like butter

the plan to plant books in
fireman’s houses

the sand=the words
the sieve=his brain

Montag asking Mildred if the
white clown loves her

the deal Montag’s cousin
made him when they were
young about the sand & the
sieve
upon returning to the fire
station, Montag felt like his
hands were covered in
blood so he kept washing
them

